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Introduction 
This newly created document guides you through the manual starting procedure of  the Lister 

Bruston generator set. The knowledge required to produce this document has been gathered during 

the restauration phase of the Lister Bruston, in the first part of 2016. Details of this restauration 

process can be found in the restauration document, which can be found on our museum website at 

http://meijermuseum.nl/onze-motoren/engels-fabricaat/lister-bruston-generatorset/restoration-

challenge/ 

Special Running  starting procedure 
For testing the generator set, a ‘Special Running’ mode is available. The procedure of how to test the 

generator set, the sequence of action can be found on the wall map delivered with the system, see 

Fig. 1 

 

Fig. 1 

The complete description on the wall map can be found at:  http://meijermuseum.nl/wp-

content/uploads/2015/03/Wandkaart.pdf 

  

http://meijermuseum.nl/onze-motoren/engels-fabricaat/lister-bruston-generatorset/restoration-challenge/
http://meijermuseum.nl/onze-motoren/engels-fabricaat/lister-bruston-generatorset/restoration-challenge/
http://meijermuseum.nl/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/Wandkaart.pdf
http://meijermuseum.nl/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/Wandkaart.pdf
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The Switchboard 

Schema 
See Fig. 2 for the schematics 

 

 

Fig. 2 

The Controller 

Schema 
Schematics of the Controller can be found within the green lines, see Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 3 
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Starting up the Lister Bruston 

Moments of Switching 
Along the lines of moments of switching, you can discover which events are triggered and which 

currents will flow after switching on the Special Running button. The restauration document  (see 

Introduction) , in section May 2016 you can watch a video that shows the sequence of the switching, 

the moments T1 until T10B. Moments T3 until T9 show the contacts of the Rheostat. Fig. 4 and 5 

show the details, see the below. 

 

 

Fig. 4 

Fig. 4 shows the switching at T1 
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Fig. 5 

Fig. 5 shows next to switch moments also a drawn switch (pendula switch), which is hidden from the 

eye (red circled).  
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The time axis for the Pull Solenoid (Time to Pull: 30 seconds) is shown in Fig. 6, Pull Distance is 3,5 

centimeters. (Tijd=Time, Aantrek  Afstand = Pull Distance) 

 

Fig. 6 

Moments & Events 
Moment Event 

T1 Time T1 is the moment that Special Running switch is switched on for the trial. At that 
time, the Pull Solenoid will become active for a duration between 25 and 40 
seconds(adjustable). During this period, the Controller Arm will be pulled linearly, see 
Fig. 6 

T2 At this moment switch S27 will be closed and the Field current will be switched on. See 
addendum Field control. 

T3 At this moment, the first contact of the Rheostat will be closed, resistance value is 4.7 
ohm. The current starts to flow through the Armature of the engine/generator. The 
engine starts to rotate and starts producing EMF after time= T3. Formula: V(batt) = 
I*R+V(emf); I=(V(batt) –V(emf))/R=(110-0)/4,7 =23.4 A. See addendum Arm control. 

T4 The second contact will be closed. The Rheostat has a value of 2.9 ohm. The engine 
rotates and produces an EMF of an unknown value. Formula: I=(V(batt) –V(emf))/R . The 
current through the Armature is decreasing, reason EMF is increasing. 

T5 The third contact will be closed. The Rheostat has a value of 1.9 ohm. The engine 
rotates and produces an EMF of an unknown value. Formula: I=(V(batt) –V(emf))/R . The 
current through the Armature is decreasing, reason EMF is increasing. 

T6 The fourth contact will be closed. The Rheostat has a value of 1.2 ohm. The engine 
rotates and produces an EMF of an unknown value. Formula: I=(V(batt) –V(emf))/R . The 
current through the Armature is decreasing, reason EMF is increasing.  

T7 The fifth contact will be closed. The Rheostat has a value of 0.7 ohm. The engine rotates 
and produces an EMF of an unknown value. Formula: I=(V(batt) –V(emf))/R . The 
current through the Armature is decreasing, reason EMF is increasing. 

T8 The sixth contact will be closed. The Rheostat has a value of 0.4 ohm. The engine 
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rotates and produces an EMF of an unknown value. Formula: I=(V(batt) –V(emf))/R . The 
current through the Armature is decreasing, reason EMF is increasing. 

*T9A The seventh contact will be closed. The Rheostat has a value of 0 ohm. The engine 
rotates and produces an EMF of an unknown value. Formula: I=(V(batt) –V(emf))/R . The 
current through the Armature is decreasing, reason EMF is increasing. 

*T9B Switch S19 shortcuts the Rheostat. The Rheostat finished its job. 

*T10A This switchmoment closes switch S3, see addendum Solenoid control. 

*T10B This switchmoment opens switch S11, see addendum Solenoid control. 

*T9A and T9B is same moment, as well as  T10A and T10B 

Tabel 1 

Diagrams 

Dashpot Diagram 

 

Fig. 7 

See Addendum 3. The dashpot is shown as R2 (31 ohm). Within the active area between T1 and T10, 

the voltage that spans the dashpot equals R2/(R2+R3) * V(batt), V(batt) is 110V. Outside this 

timeframe the voltage equals to 0 V. 
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Pull Solenoid Voltage Diagram 

 

Fig. 8 

Addendum 3 shows the Pull Solenoid as R3 (113 ohm). From the schematics (Addendum 3), the 

calculation shows that within the working area between T1 and T10 the voltage is equal to aan 

(R3/(R2+R3)) * V(batt). The working area greater than T10, the voltage drops to (R3/(R3+R1))* 

V(batt). 

In the area between T1 and T10 the Controller arm will be lifted. The area greater than T10 only 

strength is needed to keep the Controller  arm on its position, so less power is required. 
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Field Voltage Diagram 

 

Fig. 9 

Addendum 1 shows that the Field is switched on in case S27 will be closed. Full Battery Voltage 

V(batt) is applied. 

Switching from Power Delivery (Engine) to Power Consumption (Generator) 
After that the Special Running switch has been switched on and the Controller arm arrived at time T5 

the switch on top, Fig. 10 gets activated. This upper switch controls the Lister Bruston  combustion 

engine in a way that preparation start for starting up the combustion engine. Rotation speed is 

already available and the only remaining missing is the fuel. 
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Fig. 10 

At the moment the Lister Bruston combustion engine starts, the rotation driving force moves from 

electrical driven power to combustion driven power, the combustion engine takes over and the EMF 

will increase the voltage from the battery V(batt). The current will now flow in a reverse way and the 

battery will get loaded. Fig. 11 shows the detail. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 11 
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Test Procedure 

Phase 1 
In this phase the times T1 until T10 will be addresses withouth the motor/generator is connected 

electrically, see addendum 3. Only points R and Line of the Controller are connected. Switching the 

Special Running* switch starts this phase. On switching off the Special Running switch, the initial 

situation will get back in place. 

Phase 2 
In case phase 1 has been completed successfully, phase 2 can take place which means all wires will 

be connected and the whole system will get tested. 
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Addenda 

Field control 

 

Addendum 1 
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Arm control 

 

Addendum 2 
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Solenoid control 

 

Addendum 3 


